Calcitonin gene-related peptide, substance P and protein gene product 9.5 immunoreactive axonal fibers in the rat footpad skin following partial sciatic nerve injuries.
Chronic constriction injury (CCI) and partial ligation (PSNL) of the sciatic nerve induce a similar neuropathic pain syndrome in rats. We examined calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), substance P (SP) and protein gene product (PGP) 9.5 immunoreactive (IR) axons in the footpad skin after the two types of injury. Four and 14 days after CCI, CGRP- and SP-IR axons in the ipsilateral footpad skin disappeared in most rats, but in one third, sparse CGRP- and SP-IR fibers remained. PGP-IR axons dramatically decreased, but some thick fiber fascicles appeared. At the ultrastructural level, these PGP-IR thick fiber fascicles were characterized as unmyelinated axons surrounded by non-IR Schwann cells. Some of these axons were swollen and irregular in shape. In contrast, 4 days after PSNL, CGRP-, SP-, and PGP-IR axons in the ipsilateral footpad skin were present, though significantly reduced in density, in all rats, and by 14 days all IR fiber densities in the footpad skin partially recovered. The loss of CGRP and SP axons in the footpad skin of the CCI model suggests that sensory nerves containing neuropeptides are not essential in transducing stimuli applied to the footpad skin into neuropathic pain, but the abnormal PGP-IR unmyelinated axons in thick fiber fascicles might play a role. The partial loss and rapid recovery of IR axons in the footpad skin after PSNL shows that the two injury models, causing similar behaviors, are associated with very different patterns of cutaneous innervation at the time when the pain syndrome is well developed.